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Client Dossier 
 

C RO Q U E T  

Vitals 
 

Website 
https://www.croquet.io/ (Stealth) 
Social Media 

x LinkedIn 
x Twitter 
x Youtube 

Founded 
x 2018 

Location(s) 
x Los Angeles, CA 

Strategic Snapshot  
Croquet is an early-stage startup that is the 
technology leader in the emerging category 
of “Edge Collaboration.” Its transformational 
platform will allow developers of all types to 
create the next generation of live collaboration 
(multi-user) applications, at scale and optimized 
for web, mobile, VR/AR and 5G applications.  
Edge Collaboration is part of the massive move 
to Edge Computing globally where interactions 
can occur local to the user (on the Edge), with 
super-low latency. Edge eliminates the need for 
data to travel through servers or the Cloud, thus 
speeding up everything.  
With the Croquet Collaboration Platform, 
developers will – for the first time – be able to 
create Instantaneous Shared Experiences 
(ISEs) for web and mobile. Croquet enables 
previously impossible real time interactions, 
with dynamic, on-demand Edge deployment 
driving near speed-of-light interactions with a 
just 5-15 ms latency. 
With advisory guidance from Internet luminaries 
such as Alan Kay (known as “Father of the 
PC”) and others, Croquet has created the long-

overdue missing protocol of the Internet – a 
protocol that redefines and enables real time 
collaboration.  
The Croquet Collaboration Platform will unleash 
a wave of innovation that will define massive 
new opportunities as  web, mobile, 5G and 
augmented reality markets go mainstream 
globally.  
While 5G has huge upside implications for 
Croquet, it is not fully developed. Edge is here 
now and is Croquet’s primary story on web and 
mobile. Within five years, Croquet expects to 
have five million developers using its 
infrastructure, SDK and API to create  
collaborative deployments, either as specialized 
apps or as an “ingredient” within larger 
applications.  
Financial/Organizational Structure  
Croquet is privately held and VC backed. The 
model is highly capital efficient, and the 
company’s goal is to raise only the capital it 
needs. It has raised ~$3.3MM in seed funding 
to date, including a $2MM investment from SIP 
Global Partners (SIP GP) – a  performance 
venture fund with a strategic focus on market-
expansion and value-add investments in high-
growth technology companies. See investment 
press release here.  

An additional seed round of $1 million was just 
completed, and a “Seed+” round of up to $4 
million is in process, with a much larger Series 
A expected in 12-18 months.     

Position Title: Head of Developer Relations 
Position Location: Los Angeles 

Reports To: CEO 

Compensation: Competitive base salary, stock 
options, benefits    
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Croquet: Overview & 
Analysis   
The market for collaboration technology as 
a whole is massive. COVID has 
accelerated demand by 10 years, but so 
far the technology has not kept up. The 
Croquet Collaboration Platform changes 
the entire conversation, making possible a 
huge leap forward in the development of 
Instantaneous Shared Experiences (ISEs). 

Developer use cases span a wide range of 
industries and experiences. An entirely 
new class of application will evolve from 
Croquet, and traditional applications will 
take on new capabilities. Croquet is also 
working on ways to embed ISE 
capabilities inside social media platforms such as Facebook, Snapchat and others.   

A few sample use cases include:  

x Enterprise Apps: Over-the-shoulder HR support; web and mobile sales demos; group and 
event collaboration. 

x Commercial Apps: SaaS CRM and sales operations apps; 
vertical markets such as construction. 

x Education & Government: Campus collaboration; mixed 
reality training; remote learning. 

x Media & Marketing: Theme park visitor collaboration; music 
venue fan collaboration; film release fan parties and events. 

x Sports and Media Venues: Instantaneous apps that jump 
(via QR code) onto fan phones; cross platform, no 
downloads. 

x Collaborative Shopping and Theme Park Visits: Group 
members can share locations, directions and conditions. 

x Industrial Maintenance: Over-the-shoulder remote 
maintenance environments for expert help. 

x Healthcare: Medical practitioners sharing a 3D medical 
image, for example.  

x Web Based Multi-player games: What each player does 
affects every other player instantly across every device 
worldwide.  

Croquet will reach deeply into enterprise markets, going well beyond today’s shared productivity, 
communications and messaging applications to enable live collaboration among thousands of users, 
including complex 3D environments. 

Hurricane-force tailwinds are in place to hyper-accelerate Croquet’s expansion. The rapid shift to 
collaborative web apps spurred by COVID is transforming the entire Internet. Remote work is driving 
the need for better collaboration technologies as collaboration has become the new table stakes for 
enterprise applications. At the same time, 5G is hitting critical mass and making an entirely new class 
of collaborative experiences possible.  
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Croquet is Already Gaining Traction 
What Croquet is doing is no science experiment. While the technology is still in its early stages of 
development, deployments are already underway. Croquet has a long and growing list of projects 
already in the market, in process or in discussion. A few examples include:  

x Atlassian: Enterprise collaboration technologies. 
x Hitachi: Oil and gas drilling platform synchronous safety dashboard. 
x AT&T 5G: Event collaboration, at sports venues, theme parks and others. 
x Turner Sports: TV life sports, Bleacher Report, news and social. 

x Oracle: Multi-user sales collaboration app for Oracle by its agency. 
x Ui Flow: Low-code IDE used collaboratively to product automatically multi-user apps. 
x Pluto VR: With Pluto, people can access powerful XR applications and use them with anyone, 

no matter where they are. 
 
GTM, Monetization and Revenue 

Croquet is using a developer-first, GTM and scaling strategy. They will go to where the developers are, 
and enlist the help of launch partners to help spur adoption. Plans call for low-friction trials and ways to 
leverage viral interactions. Enterprise will follow, with bottom-up adoption via developer trials. Croquet 
will prime the pump with some of its own applications, starting with marketing and support departments.  

Agencies will 
factor into the 
strategy as well, 
as Croquet offers 
them something 
that will give 
them a 
competitive 
advantage with 
their own clients.  

To date, Croquet 
has been 
generating 
modest revenue 
from POC type 
deals with 
companies such as Verizon, Orange and others. But the company is now on the verge of moving into 
public beta where it will be able to start generating revenue in other ways. Monetization opportunities 
include such things as SDK licensing deals, recurring revenue from APIs and experiences, among 
others.   

A primary revenue driver will be premium access tools with value-based pricing, modeled after Twilio. 
Other monetization components include: 

x Costs of reflector network will be pushed out to reflector hosts who are ISPs, carriers, 
corporations, universities, etc. 

x Croquet will receive fees or royalties on reflector traffic revenue generated by reflector 
consortium members. 

x Custom consumer collaboration apps build and hosted by Croquet for media companies and 
large corporate marketing departments.  
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Breaking Down Instantaneous Shared Experiences 
This is how Croquet defines Instantaneous Shared Experiences: 

Instantaneous:  

x Real time interactions for 
remote users in 
simultaneous collaboration. 

x Immediate synchronous 
collaboration across all 
platforms for any group of 
users. 

x Instant access – no download or installation – with sessions initiated on the fly. 

Shared: 

x Each collaborator sees their own view on a common object or interaction. 

x Collaborative sessions are bit-identical and perfectly synchronized. 

x Users work together with multiuser control, swipe, gestures, mouse control and voice 
interactions for all remote collaborators.  

Experiences:  

x Developers can create real time, multi-user shared experiences for any web or mobile app. 

x Experiences for enterprise, business, health care, government, consumer, marketing and more. 

x Previously impossible real time collaborative interactions delivered in real time. 

 
Defining the Platform 
Croquet’s tech stack defines 
the company, beginning with 
its Edge Reflector Network 
Protocol. This forms the 
foundation on which the 
Croquet Collaboration 
Platform is built.  

It is based on an elegant 
architecture that is, in effect, 
self-proliferating with the 
ability to spin additional 
reflectors up or down, easily 
and quickly. The platform 
includes premium 
collaboration APIs, an SDK, quick-start frameworks and Croquet’s “Greenlight Reference App.”  
While Croquet is taking a strong developer first approach, it will also create some of its own branded, 
hosted apps, mainly as a means to “prime the app development pump.” The company expects its 
branded apps to go viral and they will be made available free or on a fee basis. 
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The Edge Component Makes it Work   
 
Croquet’s Edge component is vital, allowing for extremely low latency and low bandwidth requirements 
that open the door to new types of instantaneous shared experiences that could never have existed 
before. Croquet’s revolutionary platform is powered by a global edge reflector network that makes it not 
only faster and easier to use, but also cheaper, more secure (encrypted security) and more scalable, 
with dramatically lower latency and bandwidth requirements than any other solution. 

Croquet’s SDK allows developers to creative collaborative web experiences – such as multi-user apps 
and multi-player games – without any server-side code. Apps can be built quickly, easily and 
inexpensively. See Croquet’s 1-minute animated explainer video here. 

 
Development side advantages include: 

x No back-end code needed; front-end only 
x No client server debugging 
x Fast and simple to implement 
x Multi frameworks for critical tasks 
x Ability to deploy in days, rather than months 

 
Deployment side advantages include: 

x Extremely low latency 
x Super secure, end-to-end 
x Instantly scalable 
x Works worldwide 
x Inexpensive to use  
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Key People @ Croquet  
 

John Payne, Interim CEO 

x Significant public company executive experience as the former CEO of two public 
Internet software companies, Stamps.com (STMP, and Day Software (SW: DAYN) 

x While at Stamps.com, John led the development of its operating business, its $65 
million IPO, and a $365 million secondary offering co-managed by Goldman Sachs 
and Salomon Smith Barney 

David A. Smith, CTO/Founder  
x Chief Innovation Officer & Senior Fellow at Lockheed Martin (led AR/VR) 
x Co-Founder Red Storm Entertainment with Tom Clancy & Brian Upton 
x 32 patents 
x University of Chicago, Mathematics 
x Wikipedia profile 

Brian Upton, Chief Creative Officer 
x Design lead Red Storm Entertainment (created Rainbow Six & Ghost Recon) and 

Senior Designer at Sony PlayStation 
x 25 years game design and engineering experience 
x Rice University, Electrical Engineering; UNC, MS Computer Science 

 
Aran Lunzer, Lead Applications Engineer 

x 20 years engineering experience 
x Human-computer interaction expert 
x University of Cambridge, Engineering; University of Glasgow, Computer Science 

(PhD) 

 
Vanessa Freudenberg, Chief architect/Engineer 

x 20 years’ experience developing software 
x One Laptop Per Child, Squeak.org, HARC (Y Combinator) 
x Otto-von-Guericke University Magdeburg, Computer Science (MS) and Computer 

Software Engineering (PhD) 

 
Yoshiki Ohshima, Computer Scientist/Engineer 

x 20 years engineering experience 
x Disney, SAP, HARC (Y Combinator) 
x Tokyo Institute of Technology, Computer Science (PhD) 
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Head of Developer Relations (DevRel) 

Insights about the DevRel role 

In a post-covid world, collaboration has been accelerated by 10 years, but 
technologies haven’t. With Croquet, developers can create instantaneous shared experiences for web 
& mobile. These experiences will be enabled from within hundreds and soon thousands of enterprise 
applications, web services and mobile apps called as microservices from the Croquet cloud.  

Just as Twilio enabled hundreds of thousands of apps with voice, text, chat, and other communications 
services, revolutionizing everything from eCommerce to payment rails, customer service to law 
enforcement, Croquet will enable instantaneous shared experiences through the clever work of 
Developers across the globe.  

The newly created Head of DevRel (HDR) will own and build the function that will ensure Croquet will 
get the best and brightest companies and developers onto its platform, into its community, creating 
value and thriving together. Croquet’s HDR will own the charter of getting software developers excited 
about building on top of its platform through evangelism, storytelling and a passionate persistence that 
will emanate from what the company’s technology can enable. A hunter rather than a farmer, the HDR 
is a geek’s geek, known for living on the engineering Slack channel and hanging out with the 
developers--not the suits on the weekends. S/he eats, sleeps, and breathes software development and 
marinates in that world.  

Croquet believes that serving Developers with a robust infrastructure, tools and platform create an even 
bigger opportunity for customers and consumers than if it were to develop solutions itself. Like Twilio, 
Croquet turbo-charges what Devs are already doing and building. This is a deliberate choice and 
makes Croquet purpose-built around a “developer first” strategy and mentality, where the company 
builds things on the backend that makes developers look good on the front end. Its transformational 
platform will allow developers of all types to create the next generation of live collaboration (multi-user) 
applications, at scale and optimized for web, mobile, VR/AR and 5G applications.   

The Head of DevRel’s Charter 
i Set the goals for Croquet’s DevRel program and community, articulate its GTM strategy and 

define the key metrics that will define success 
i Quickly become the principal Architect of and Evangelist building Croquet’s DevRel 

community and business 
i Build Croquet’s DevRel function from scratch and own full lifecycle and evolution of the 

programs, the team, and the community itself 
i Prioritize the types of early partnerships that Croquet should deploy resources against 

alongside Product, Marketing and Engineering leadership 
i Evangelize & Execute on the goals and key metrics which define the success of the singular 

source of business for Croquet as it comes out of stealth mode 
o Build awareness of the platform and what it does 
o Attract, Convert, and Arm high-value developers (sign-up, download, install) 
o Activation & Adoption – get developers to use the platform to build applications 

i Engage, Support, Advocate for, and Retain a robust, productive, and self-propagating 
Developer Community 

i Plan & Produce meetups, hackathons and conferences leveraging the Croquet platform 
i Ensure that Croquet’s Developer Community is actively engaged in product feedback and 

has true influence in the product roadmap  
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Core Competencies and Experience Required 
x TECHNICAL CHOPS: Walked in their shoes… Ideally started career as an engineer/developer; 

must have legitimate tech underpinnings to build trust and have influence 
x FUNCTION: Built and ideally led DevRel function and delivered success, scale, and ROI 
x DOMAIN: Veteran of enterprise-class software and application development platforms that have 

ideally served both businesses/brands and consumers 
x STAGE: Must have startup experience; out of fast companies and therefore comfortable in 

high-growth, agile, test-and-learn environments; ideally been a part of hypergrowth and scale 
x EVANGELIST & SPOKESPERSON: Confident, persuasive, and ideally charismatic 

communicator from the dais or via the blog, podcast, or all-hands meeting 
x BUSINESS ACUMEN & COMMERCIAL SUCCESS: ROI-based DevRel pro who’s accustomed 

to being held accountable for business outcomes and commercial (not just community) growth  
x LEADER & BUILDER: Hired great talent and created team culture that attracted the best 
x BUSINESS PARTNER: Track record of strategic collaboration with product, engineering, and 

marketing functions to optimize around shared goals  
 

Duties & Deliverables 
x Identify, and quickly ink the first 50 and then 100 Developers (CEO & BD will partner with big 

ISVs like Atlassian). Initially, the archetypes may be more software startups and small dev 
shops as targets 

x Work with Marketing, Sales and BD to plan and execute developer awareness and 
acquisition/conversion funnel 

x Evangelize! 
o Write blog posts, respond to questions constantly 
o Speak at industry events 

x Lead the development and dissemination of  
o Developer Programs including Alpha/Beta test 
o Thought leadership via blog posts, webinars, and white papers 
o Documentation including reference materials, How to Guides, and Tutorials 
o Code Libraries 
o Quick start apps, Hacks, etc. 

x Build Community 
o Conceive of, plan, and host events like meetups, conferences, and especially 

hackathons 
o Create forums, GitHub, and Slack communities 
o Monitor social media for what people are saying about the brand, help people talk about 

their own success with the brand, work with integration partners 
x Support  

o Select and deploy support systems and tools e.g., Zendesk, Stack Overflow, etc. 
o Implement Office Hours, dedicated forum e.g., Google Groups or Discourse  
o Create code examples and work on proofs of concept to showcase the outer limits of 

can be built with our API and our tools! 
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Key Personal/Cultural Characteristics 
x Evangelist & World-Class Communicator: Articulate, Polished w/ confidence and charisma; A 

persuasive speaker/presenter, skilled writer, AND a gifted listener. Amplifies documentation, 
looks for the right examples, messages and language to serve Croquet’s audience 

x Fearless! Unafraid of picking up the phone, lighting up the network, and calling in every marker 
you’ve ever earned; Spread the word; be persistent, tenacious, gritty, and scrappy because 
failure is not an option! 

x A Leader proven ability to attract, develop, manage, and mentor top talent; track record of 
nurturing and promoting highly successful leaders  

x Visionary AND Realist: Always looking for those explosive (viral) opportunities, but 
cognoscente of not trying to boil the ocean as a resource constrained startup 

x Startup Veteran not afraid of taking risks; highly resourceful, thrives on chaos but streamlines 
work and communication flows with just the right amount of process at just the right time! 

x Imagination & Creativity as the pied piper of create instantaneous shared experiences will 
need to be when casting the net for use cases and builders 

x Low Ego + High EQ the HDR will be empathic and a true servant leader as is every great 
community architect and builder 

x Embraces Diversity beyond all the typical definitions is tolerant of and a fan of diverse ways of 
thinking across the group 

x A Builder of relationships, communities, companies, and teams 
x A Doer now and a delegator (but still a Doer) later; Superior execution skills who leads by 

example 
x Driven with a bias toward action; decisive; takes initiative 
x High IQ and intellectually Curious  
x A great sense of humor 

 

# # # # # # # 
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